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Disclaimer 

 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.  
Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, 
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness 
of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United State Government or any agency thereof.  The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government of any 
agency thereof. 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine the ability of Winrock’s aerial imagery system (Multispectral Three-
Dimensional Aerial Digital Imagery -M3DADI) to accurately and precisely sample biomass carbon in a 
homogeneous closed crown system such as Delta National Forest. 

From 30 aerial imagery plots we estimated an aboveground live biomass carbon value of 100.4 t C/ha ± 6.7 
(mean ± 95% confidence interval).  The 95 % confidence interval from these measurements represents just 6.7 % 
of the mean. 

Previous field measurements in Delta National Forest determined an aboveground live biomass carbon estimate 
of 114.9 t C/ha ± 15.8.  The range of values from the 23 measured field plots was 34 – 174 t C/ha.  The range 
from the aerial plots was 61 – 127 t C/ha. 

From the variance of the estimates it was determined that 39 plots would be required to achieve a 95 % 
confidence interval equal to 10 % of the mean if measurements were on the ground.  From aerial measurements 
just 13 plots would be required.  The terrain in Delta National Forest is very hard to traverse with flooded swamps 
and sloughs.  The advantages of aerial measurement are therefore immediately apparent. 

Biomass carbon estimates from the aerial data were derived using biomass regressions to crown area.  Height 
was not used in the regressions due to a difficulty in determining ground height through the homogeneously 
closed canopy.  Straight-line relationships were used as the homogeneous crown created the potential for high 
rates of error in delineating individual crowns. 

We determined here that in a broadleaf forest such as exists in Delta NF, calculating crown area from the area of 
an ellipse (determined through measuring two crown diameters) led to an 8 % overestimation.  As the biomass 
regression equations were derived in this manner we created a correction factor to remove this source of error. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Given the interest in implementing land-use change and forestry projects for mitigating carbon dioxide emissions, 
there is potentially a large demand for a system to measure carbon stocks accurately and precisely in a cost-
effective manner.  As terrestrial ecosystems tend to be heterogeneous, a large number of sample plots could be 
needed to attain desired levels of precision, thus resulting in a costly process. Additional costs can be incurred 
when sites are remote or difficult to reach.  A potential way of reducing costs of measuring the carbon stocks of 
forests is to collect the key data remotely.  We have designed a system (a multispectral three-dimensional aerial 
digital imagery system—M3DADI) that collects high-resolution overlapping stereo imagery (≤ 10 cm pixels) from 
which we can distinguish individual trees or shrubs. In essence, we created a virtual forest that we can use to 
measure crown area and heights of all plant groups. 

The M3DADI system has been successfully tested in settings as disparate as a pine savanna in Belize and 
tropical forest in Puerto Rico, Peru and the Republic of Congo.  In Belize (Brown et al. 2004, 2005), we flew 
transects over savanna vegetation, and analyzed the imagery using 77 aerial-imagery plots.  Biomass was 
measured with a 95 % confidence interval equal to 16 % of the mean.  It was calculated that 3 x more person 
hours would be required to collect the same data on the ground in the field.   

Aside from the savanna, in the other studies where M3DADI has been employed, the imagery has been collected 
over complex multiple layered tropical forest.  Therefore it was felt that there was a need to test the system in a 
US forest with a more homogeneous crown cover.  In other test settings, the complex canopy facilitated 
determining crown areas and tree height with crowns at different heights above the ground and multiple spaces in 
the crown where the ground could be viewed.  The bottomland forests of Delta National Forest in Mississippi 
State (Figure 1) were considered to be an ideal location for this test.  Here a single layered dense canopy of 
predominantly oak species exists. 
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Figure 1. Delta National Forest in the State of Mississippi, USA 
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The questions behind the current study were: 

1. What is the optimum size of imagery plot to both accurately and efficiently sample biomass? 

2. Is the M3DADI able to accurately and precisely sample biomass in a homogeneous closed crown system? 

3. What are the carbon stocks in Delta NF and what is the coefficient of variation for the estimated stocks as 
determined through aerial imagery? 

4. What is the time requirement for measurements in such a system and how does this compare with ground-
based studies? 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF M3DADI SYSTEM 

The essential goal of the M3DADI system is to obtain imagery of the ground at a scale at which individual trees 
can be identified and measured; from previous experience we found that a scale of 10-cm resolution meets this 
goal. The components of the M3DADI system are a Duncantech high definition video camera (Redlake, San 
Diego, California, USA), a profiling laser, a Watson inertial measurement unit (Watson, Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 
USA), a real-time differential correction geographic positioning system (GPS; using Omnistar, a commercial 
satellite service [OmniSTAR, Houston, Texas, USA]), a laptop computer, and a redundant array of inexpensive 
drives  (RAID) capable of storing terabytes of data (Figure 2).  All incoming data for each exposure are time 
stamped in the computer. This allows for all data to be associated with each other piece of data and to integrate 
them into a position report for each exposure.   

The Duncantech camera was calibrated before the flight to correct the imagery for the inherent distortion of the 
camera and lens system. The camera was mounted on a calibration table with its field of view precisely 
perpendicular to a measured grid pattern on a moveable track. The camera took images of the grid at different 
known distances along the track, producing a series of lens-field measurements in three-dimensional space.  
Using software developed in collaboration with H. Schultz (University of Massachusetts, personal 
communication), the inherent distortion produced by the lens and the internal metrics of the camera were 
calculated and then used to resample each image, removing the effects of that distortion.  

The system can be loaded onto nearly any single engine aircraft that can fly at low altitudes (approximately 305 m 
above ground level) and at relatively slow speeds for image acquisition (we typically use a Cessna such as a 
182). The M3DADI system can be flown under cloud cover, flown at high temporal frequency, and viewed as 
automatically georeferenced strips and stereo pairs in a standard computer.   

Spacing camera exposures for 70–80% overlap provides the stereo coverage of the ground while the profiling 
laser, inertial measurement unit, and GPS provide georeferencing information to compile the imagery bundle-
adjusted blocks in a common three-dimensional space of geographic coordinates. These block files can be 
viewed and measured on a computer screen as a series of true optical stereo-image pairs using ERDASImagine 
Stereo Analyst (Leica Geosystems, Atlanta, Georgia, USA) and Arcview 3.3 (ESRI, Redlands, California, USA). 
These software programs alternately display the left and right images of each stereo pair at 120 times/s, 
synchronized through a video card to a pair of shuttered glasses that block the opposing eye for each cycle. 
Using this equipment, the bundle-adjusted block files can be viewed as a literal three-dimensional virtual forest 
with an accurate and detailed view of the canopy in which individual trees can be identified and labeled with their 
crown diameters and areas and heights recorded to annotation files as per the methods developed by Slaymaker 
(2003). 
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Figure 2. Overview of the multi-spectral three-dimensional aerial digital imagery (M3DADI) system. The 
whole system runs off the aircraft’s 12-Vpower system 

 

METHODS: 

FIELD METHODS 

Forty-four bottomland hardwood trees were randomly selected from within Delta National Forest in Mississippi, 
representing 17 species and the full size range (5-113.5 cm dbh).  For each tree, crown area was estimated by 
measuring the dimensions of an ellipse created from the horizontal distance between the center of the tree bole 
and the edge of the tree crown at each of the four compass points. 
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Diameter at breast height (dbh) was also measured for each tree, and height was measured using a clinometer. 

The biomass (and hence carbon; carbon = biomass/2) was in turn estimated from dbh and height using the 
following unpublished equation of Brown (developed from the same data base with the same methods used to 
produce the equation for eastern US hardwoods based on dbh alone [Schroeder et al. 1997]): 

)]*ln(*9232.09123.2[)(  
2 hdbhExpkgBiomassdAbovegroun +−=  

where: dbh = diameter at breast height (cm) and h = tree height (m); r
2
 = 0.98 and sample size is 454 trees. 

(Although diameter at breast height alone is an accurate method of estimating biomass, where height also is 
recorded an equation incorporating this dimension further increases the accuracy of estimations.) 

FACTORS FOR M3DADI 

It is not possible to measure diameter at breast height from aerial imagery, therefore alternative facets of the 
trees have to be used to determine biomass.  Two components that can be measured are tree height and crown 
area.  To relate biomass to these two factors would require the harvest of at least 30 trees.  As this is not feasible, 
we first estimated biomass of each tree from the dbh and height data gathered from Delta National Forest (see 
above), and then modeled the estimated biomass against crown area x height (Figure 3a) or crown area alone 
(Figure 3b). 
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Good relationships exist for both crown area x height and crown area alone.  More of the variation in the data is 
explained when both crown area and height are used (95 %), but if height cannot be determined reliably from the 
imagery then crown area alone is able to account for 88% of the variability in the data. 

Additional straight-line relationships were also created to cover the scenario where the homogeneous crown 
makes it impossible to distinguish separate tree crowns (Figures 3c and 3d).  If straight-line relationships exist 
that pass through the origin then the importance of measuring separate crowns no longer exists.  These 
relationships account for 86 % of the variation for crown area x height and 80 % of the variation for crown area 
alone. 
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Figure 3. The relationships between potential aerial measurements and biomass carbon (t C per tree) for 
bottomland hardwood trees in Delta National Forest.  The predicted relationship is plotted with the 95 % 
confidence interval (red lines).  In A and C the relationship is between crown area x height and biomass 
carbon and in B and D between crown area alone and biomass carbon.  In C and D the relationship takes 
the form of a straight line passing through the origin 

 

Choice of analysis equation based on imagery 

After examining the imagery it was apparent that the homogeneity of the crown in many of the images made 
attaining a view and consequently an elevation for the ground impossible.  As it was not possible to view the 
ground, it would not be possible to calculate a tree height so equations A and C are precluded.  

Equally the homogeneity of the crown in most instances made differentiating between tree crowns very difficult 
and subject to substantial errors.  While tree crowns could be viewed and delineated, the homogeneity meant that 
high confidence could not be had that the delineated crowns would not on occasion represent two or even three 
overlapping tree crowns.  Where an equation is not a straight line through the origin substantial error would result 
if multiple crowns were measured and treated as a single crown.  The majority of the biomass is in the stem of the 
tree and an equation without a straight line form does not assume a constant relationship between the size of the 

Crown area x Height 

Crown area x Height 
Straight line through origin 

Crown area alone 
Straight line through origin 

Crown area alone 
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crown and the amount of biomass. and by extrapolation the amount of stem biomass.  So that for a non-linear 
relationship there will be a substantial difference in biomass between a single tree with a crown area of 300 m

2
 

and 3 trees overlapping with a combined crown area of 300 m
2
 (single tree – 5.7 t C, three trees – 2.9 t C), in 

contrast for a linear equation that passes through the origin the resulting biomasses will be identical. 

As a consequence it was decided that equation D should be used because, despite the lowest fit to the ground 
data, it requires neither a ground height nor a differentiation between trees. 

IMAGERY METHODS 

In Delta NF a total of 335 km of transects were flown over the Delta NF area over a period of 3 days in 
(September 2003) (Figure 4).   

 

 

Figure 4. Delta National Forest with a broad classification of the prevalent species in the forest.  The 
M3DADI flight lines on each of the three days of flying are indicated  

 

Plots were evaluated in the same manner as described for the previous work in Belize (Brown et al. 2004, 2005).  
Plot circles are laid down at a height just above the canopy (Figure 5).  Unlike in Belize, no nesting of plots was 
used because all visible vegetation was bottomland hardwood trees and so would fall in the same nest.  On the 
ground nesting would occur based on the size determined from dbh but nesting according to crown area is more 
difficult and crown area is not a perfect indicator of tree size.  Crown area was recorded for all the visible trees 
within the plot area.  Similarly to the methodology used on the ground, if a tree crown is split by the plot circle 
then a coin is tossed to determine if it would be included into the plot.   
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Figure 5.  An example of a flight transect including two plots delineated in yellow 

 

Optimal Plot Size 

The first stage of the analysis was to determine the optimal plot size and number of plots required to adequately 
sample the area.  A series of 5 plot sites were randomly dispersed and the corresponding imagery processed 
then interpreted by an expert image analyst.  To determine optimal plot size, four plot circle sizes with radii of 10, 
15, 20, and 25m were created on top of each image (Figure 6).  Visible tree crowns were delineated in each while 
also recording the time involved.  Each plot circle was centered on the same point so that the same area was 
being sampled at different scales.  Each size plot was evaluated separately so that trees in the smallest plot 
would be reevaluated four times.  The different plot sizes were not sampled on the same day but separated out 
by days to ensure that the interpreter would not be biased by the previous sampling event.  The time necessary 
for crown delineation was tracked.  
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Figure 6.  A screen grab from the ERDA-Imagine Stereo-Analyst software used to interpret the three-
dimensional imagery.  On the left the four different plot sizes can be visualized.  On the right the 
delineated crowns in the largest (25 m radius) plot are illustrated 

 

Using delineated crown areas and formula D (see above) a biomass carbon value was estimated for each of the 
four plot sizes in each of the five plots locations.  The results of this initial phase are presented in Table 1.   

 

Table 1. Analyses of the effect of various plot sizes on carbon stocks and precision (n=5 in all cases) 

 Plot radius (m)   

 10 15 20 25 

CV (%) 29 32 21 25 

Max (t C/ha) 139.7 141.6 123.3 97.3 

Min (t C/ha) 72.6 63.0 75.6 56.2 

Mean time for delineation of 
crowns (minutes) 

2.8 3.6 4.6 5.2 

Standard deviation time for 
measurement 

0.84 0.89 1.34 0.84 

Number of plots needed for 
precision of 10 % of mean with  
95 % confidence 

33 41 17 24 

 

It is apparent that larger plots sample biomass more effectively and precisely and that the increased time 
necessary for delineation for larger plots is not substantial (given the small sample size the trends are not 
perfect).  Consequently as large a plot should be used as can be supported by the imagery.  Due to the necessity 
of remaining in the center of an image band, to avoid the distortion that occurs on the edges, the largest plot size 
is 25 m radius and so this was the size chosen for the larger study.  This preliminary study revealed the relatively 
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low number of 24 plots to achieve the targeted precision of within 10 % of the mean with 95 % confidence.  We 
chose to exceed this number and to analyze 30 plots. 

Determining CV and number of plots without carbon analysis 

It would be useful to be able to rapidly examine the imagery and determine the coefficient of variation and an 
estimation of the required number of plots to attained the desired precision level.  As biomass is linearly related to 
crown area (at least in this analysis) it would be possible to determine variation in the imaged results and the 
required number of plots simply through totaling the crown area in each plot.  The identical coefficients of 
variation and number of plots could have been attained in the above plot size analysis through the extrapolation 
to crown area per hectare instead of biomass carbon per hectare.  

 

Full Imagery Analysis 

A series of 30 plots were distributed upon the landscape focused primarily on the western portion of the study 
area.  This distribution was primarily a function of the available data.  Much of the imagery that was collected over 
the eastern and northern portions of the study area during days 2 and 3 (Figure 4) had large amounts of air 
turbulence resulting in distorted data (high turbulence causes the plane to move dramatically which can 
overwhelm the position tracking equipment).  Visual inspection of the data determined that the structure of the 
forest did not change from east to west but did reveal three strata within the three forest types related to stand 
structure.  It was determined that all the strata could be sampled in the western and southern portions of the 
forest and so sampling proceeded.  A break down of the three structural strata, forest type, and plot placement is 
shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7.  The project area with the three strata delineated 
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Once the trees were digitized all data were exported into an Excel spread sheet and evaluated.  Sampling time 
was also recorded to compare with both time investments for ground plots in the same area, and comparison to 
Belize pine savanna.   

RESULTS 

Across 30 sampling plots the estimated biomass carbon was 88.9 t C/ha ± 5.90 (95 % confidence interval).  The 
range of values was 54.4 – 112.4 t C/ha and the coefficient of variation was 17.8 %.  The 95 % confidence 
interval represents a value of 6.6 % of the mean illustrating a very high level of precision. 

The strata determined by the image analyst had very little effect on carbon stocks (Figure 8).  (Stratum 1 is 
significantly different from stratum 2 but not from strata 3, strata 2 and 3 do not differ significantly [ANOVA with 
Tukey’s Test]).  Due to the lack of a clear pattern of difference and any ecological significance behind the 
differences the strata were discounted. 

 

Figure 8.  Estimated biomass carbon stocks across the three aerially determined strata 

 

DISPARITY FROM GROUND-DERIVED DATA 

In a prior report (Pearson et al. 2004) we reported a carbon stock estimated from measurements on the ground in 
Delta National Forest.  We reported a stock of 114.9 t C/ha ± 15.8 (mean ± 95 % confidence interval) from 23 
plots in mature forest.  This is almost 30 % higher than the estimates from the aerial imagery. 

There are potentially two reasons for the disparity: 

1. Differences in the structure or maturity of the forest measured 

2. Errors in the methodology for the aerial measurements. 

It is very unlikely that the forest differed in the two analysis methods.  The forest in the region is homogeneous 
and even differences that are visible (as in the aerially derived strata above) do not lead to significant differences 
in biomass. 

Instead it is more likely to be a problem with methodology.  A concern for us has been the accuracy with which 
crowns can be measured from the ground for creating regression equations involving crown areas.  Our method 
has been to measure two diameters at right angles and then to calculate the area of an ellipse.  However, 
potentially an infinite number of crown diameters would be needed to accurately represent the area of the crown.  
In Figure 9 some example crowns can be seen and the difference is apparent between actual area and area 
calculated from two diameters. 
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Figure 9.  Illustration of the weakness of crown areas calculated from the ground using two diameters 

 

To test this potential error, we developed a methodology to correct the ground measurements using the aerial 
imagery.  From the air it is possible to measure both the actual crown area of a tree and two diameters.  We 
sampled 188 trees across the measurement plots, and on each measured both the actual crown area and the 
crown area that would result from measuring two diameters. 

On average the crown area measured with diameters was 8 % higher than the actual area (mean 1.08, 95 % 
confidence interval 0.021).  Given that the regression equations were calculated using the area of an ellipse 
based on two diameters, an adjustment factor is required to improve the estimates of biomass carbon.   

True crown area was plotted against ellipse area and a regression line was applied (Figure 10).  The following 
equation gave an r

2
 value of 98 %: true crown area = 1.0986 x ellipse area^0.9584. 
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Figure 10. The adjustment between true crown area and crown area determined using two measured 
diameters 

 

Applying this adjustment to the crown areas measured in the field allows the creation of a new regression 
equation from corrected field measured areas for application to aerially derived true crown areas (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11.  The corrected relationship between crown area and biomass carbon. The relationship is 
plotted +/- 95 % confidence intervals 

 

Application of the corrected biomass regression equation to data from the imagery increases the estimated 
biomass carbon across the 30 plots to 100.4 t C/ha ± 6.7 (mean ± 95 % confidence interval).  The range is now 
61.4 – 126.9 t C/ha and the CV is 17.8 %.  The 95 % confidence interval is equal to 6.7 % of the mean.  The 
ground value is still 15 % higher but the numbers are closer and the 95 % confidence intervals overlap (Figure 
12)
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Figure 12.  Comparison between biomass carbon stocks predicted from aerially-derived data and ground 
data in Delta National Forest  

 

                                                      

†
 As a result of this analysis the regression equations used in the Belize pine savanna analyses (Brown et al. 2004, 2005) 

were revisited.  In contrast to the bottomland hardwoods, no difference was recorded between crown areas analyzed on the 
imagery measured directly or interpolated from two measurements of crown diameter.  It is postulated that pines reliably have 
a more symmetrical crown shape than the broadleaf trees in the bottomland forests of Mississippi. 
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE M3DADI SYSTEM IN DELTA NATIONAL FOREST 

 

To achieve a precision of within 10 % of the mean with 95 % confidence would require just 13 plots according to 
the variation measured during the analysis of the 30 aerial plots.  On the ground an estimated 39 plots would be 
needed based on the variability in the 23 plots measured previously in Delta NF (Pearson et al. 2004). 

A full time and cost analysis will follow in a report comparing M3DADI performance in Delta National Forest and 
savanna and closed forest in Belize.  A comparison with the relative performance of measurements on the ground 
will also be carried out at that time. 

In Belize an estimated 200 plots would have been required to estimate carbon stocks to a precision of 10 % of the 
mean with 95 % confidence.  In this study with just 30 plots were used to estimate carbon stocks to a precision of 
6.7 % of the mean with 95 % confidence.  The reason is the complexity of the system.  The Belize savanna was a 
highly complex system with high variation both between and within plots.  Nested plots were used to adequately 
sample this variation and different components of the imagery had to be sampled to characterize the carbon (e.g. 
height x area for trees, area for grasses and palms).  In contrast in the homogeneous bottomland forests of Delta 
NF, only the total crown cover in each plot is estimated and the variation in this facet between plots was relatively 
low. 

It could be argued that just to measure crown area does not require high-resolution imagery but even with 
delineating groups of trees you still need high-resolution imagery. The clump needs to be precisely delineated if 
carbon is to be accurately deduced. If imagery is used that is plus or minus one meter or even more then you are 
accuracy is compromised. For example, the divergence is as much as 44 % in carbon for a 5m

2
 crown measured 

at a plus or minus one-meter precision. 

Traversing the savanna system on the ground in Belize was relatively simple, in contrast navigating the swamps 
and sloughs of Delta National Forest was both logistically difficult and at time dangerous.  The advantages to 
using aerial imagery in the bottomlands system are therefore high. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Equations were developed to link facets measurable from aerial imagery with biomass carbon.  The available 
facets were tree height and crown area.  Particular to the vegetation in the bottomland forests, the crown cover 
was single layered and dense preventing frequent visibility of the ground and clear differentiation between trees.  
Consequently an equation was used that formed a straight line passing through the origin between crown area 
and biomass carbon. 

A biomass carbon value of 100 t C/ha ± 7 (mean ± 95 % confidence interval) was determined through analysis of 
30 aerial imagery plots (post correction for canopy distortion in regression equations). The M3DADI system is 
able to measure carbon stocks effectively in bottomland forests.  Variation between the aerial plots is low due to 
low variation in canopy coverage.  Consequently few aerial plots are needed to estimate carbon stocks with high 
precision. 

Error arises through a relatively low fit in the regression equation linking crown area and biomass carbon.  The 
equation used in the present study explains only 80 % of the variation in the source data.  Equations explaining 
as much as 95 % of the variation in the source data were created, but these equations required the ability to 
differentiate individual crowns and to determine the height of each measured tree.  However, a Monte Carlo 
simulation analysis revealed that incorporating the error from the regression equations increased the error in the 
estimate from 6.6 % to just 8.9 % (95 % confidence interval as a proportion of the mean). 

The carbon stock estimated in previous ground measurements in Delta National Forest (Pearson et al. 2004) was 
30 % higher than the original estimates derived from the aerial imagery.  The size of this disparity was reduced 
using a correction factor for the crown area.  Analysis revealed that a correction was required because crown 
area is overestimated if calculated from two diameters.  The regression equations were calculated using this 
method.  For broadleaf forests with irregular crowns (as exist in Delta NF) it is important that crown areas 
estimated from the ground incorporate as many measurements of radius or diameter as is possible to avoid 
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overestimation.  Ideally crown area should be calculated from aerial imagery, with easily identifiable trees used to 
make the relationships between biomass from dbh measured on the ground and crown area. 

Due to immense difficulties in traversing bottomland forests (such as exists in Delta NF) the costs can be high for 
stocks measured using ground data.  A solution is to use aerial imagery as was achieved in this study. 
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